# Cours donnés en néerlandais - Courses taught in Dutch
(updated August 2018)

## HUMAN SCIENCES

### Law and Criminology
- **LDROI 1281**: Legal Dutch
- **LDROI 1311**: Labor law

### Philosophy, arts and letters
- **LFIAL 2711**: Specialised Dutch Writing Skills
- **LGERM 1131**: Dutch language: listening and speaking skills
- **LGERM 1132**: Dutch language: reading and writing
- **LGERM 1133**: Dutch grammar
- **LGERM 1134**: Dutch literature: introduction in literature
- **LGERM 1136**: Dutch: Language Skills and Fluency
- **LGERM 1333**: Introduction to Dutch linguistics: phonology and morphology
- **LGERM 1334**: Dutch Literature I: (early) modern period
- **LGERM 1335**: Civilisation of the Dutch-speaking countries: cultural aspects
- **LGERM 1337**: Advanced dutch language skills I
- **LGERM 1503**: Dutch: Advanced Language Skills and Fluency II
- **LGERM 1533**: Introduction to Dutch linguistics: syntax and contrastive linguistics
- **LGERM 1534**: Dutch Literature II: 19th and 20th century
- **LGERM 1535**: Civilisation of the Dutch-speaking countries: The present
- **LGERM 2523**: Dutch as a foreign language methodology
- **LGERM 2730**: Interactive Competence in Dutch: Academic Dutch
- **LGERM 2731**: Dutch linguistics: current trends
- **LGERM 2732**: Dutch literature: Contemporary Dutch literature
- **LGERM 2733**: Dutch linguistics: phonetics, phonology, norms and attitudes
- **LGERM 2734**: Dutch Literature in comparison: interdisciplinarity, intermediality, performativity
- **LGERM 2736**: Dutch literature: modernism, postmodernism, late postmodernism
- **LGERM 2737**: Dutch linguistics: Discourse and cognition
- **LGERM 2834**: Dutch Literature: Literature and translation
- **LGERM 2835**: Dutch linguistics: morphosyntactic, phonetic and lexical aspects of Dutch as a foreign language
- **LGERM 2836**: Dutch Literature: Authors images in the media age
- **LGERM 2881**: Research Seminar Dutch Linguistics
- **LGERM 2882**: Research Seminar Dutch Literature
- **LGERM 2931**: Seminar: Dutch Teaching Methodology
- **LLSTI 2130**: Language, Culture, Translation and Interpreting - Dutch
- **LMULT 2233**: Reading comprehension and vocabulary extension: economic and commercial texts in Dutch
- **LMULT 2431**: Economic, legal, social and political issues in Dutch-speaking countries
- **LMULT 2434**: Oral business communication techniques in Dutch (Part 1)
- **LMULT 2435**: Oral business communication techniques in Dutch (Part 2)
- **LTRAD 2330**: Research Seminar Dutch translation and interpreting studies
- **LTRAD 2930**: Translation from French into Dutch

### Louvain school of Management
- **LLSMS 2397**: Corporate Social Responsibility